


MEET ARISTOLATH–BUCKEYE’S  
METAL BOARD AND BATTEN

Patented in 2021, Aristolath embodies unprecedented practi-
cality and high style for homeowners and contractors alike. 
With its independent batten design, Aristolath makes sense for 
anyone looking for board and batten that lasts. . . with flair.



INTRODUCING ARISTOLATH’S CREATORS

Step inside Buckeye’s showroom in southern Ohio, and you will instantly feel 
the down-home Ohio warmth and sincerity of the Buckeye family. The Miller 
family, along with their employees, stockpile a wealth of metal expertise 
won from years of experience in the industry.

Our expertise begins with curiosity–a curiosity that energized us to 
fashion ground-breaking board and batten for visionary home-
owners and contractors. That’s how Aristolath came to be.

Ready for your discovery? We promise it’ll be worth it.
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Do you love the clean lines and timeless 
look of board and batten, but aren’t ready 
to open the door to a host of wooden sid-
ing headaches? Rotting, warping, termites, 
and mildew. Not to mention the recom-
mended resealing every five years.
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No worries. You can opt out of wooden siding 
drama with Aristolath–Buckeye’s 26-gauge 
metal siding that looks just like traditional 
wooden board and batten. No insects. No 
sealing. No mold. You’ll enjoy the enduring 
aesthetic of board and batten for decades!

REALIZE YOUR BOARD AND BATTEN DREAMS



Dealing with an unreliable supplier  
is like throwing a wrecking ball at  
your reputation as a contractor.

At Buckeye, we treat your project like it’s ours. Stocked with 
years of metal experience, we offer a quick turnaround and short 
delivery lead times. You can depend on us for precise order fills.
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Your customers will love the versatility of Aristolath. Both practical and stylish, Aristolath 
will shine in your options repertoire. We’ll roll it on-site for a scratch-free presentation. Keep 
the entire bundle–fasteners, insulation, trim–stacked at the job site for handy access.

We’ve been  
rolling metal  
for 18 years.  
We’re here for  
you through  
thick and thin.
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ARISTOLATH SPEAKS.

Hello, I’m Aristolath. Out of the box, cutting-edge? That’s me.

With my paradigm-shifting, patented snap-on batten, you get ingenious possibilities. I’ll save 
you money (and time) compared to concrete or wood. I roll out mostly on-site from a roll form-
ing machine. That means I come scratch-free. And my measurements? Absolutely precise!

WHAT THIS MEANS

Install intuitively.
Arisolath is user-friendly. Whether you’re a hobby DIYer or a serious contractor, Arisolath makes 
your project fun. Individual panels overlap and connect by a nailing strip that’s snapped snugly 
underneath the batten. This prevents rust and unsightly nail holes.
Replace easily.
Maintenance doesn’t have to give you a migraine. If scratches or dents show up, you can easily 
replace that one board. All you need to do is. . .

1. Snap off the batten. 4. Pop in the new panel.
2. Unscrew the fasteners. 5. Re-screw the fasteners.
3. Take out the old panel. 6. Snap on the batten again.

Simple and beautiful–A board and batten philosophy that translates into premium products 
that anyone can use. Experience the innovation.
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MAKE YOUR HOME OUTSTANDING!

Strength you can lean on. When the wind’s howling around your 
home, you shouldn’t have to worry whether your house can han-
dle it. Metal siding ranks near the top of long-lasting and tough 
siding profiles. When the next windstorm blows in, be prepared. 
Aristolath can stand up to the blasts.

HOW IT WORKS

1. Tell us what you need.
Small project? Pick up a kit that you custom-ordered. Trim,  
fasteners, all you need to be supplied. Contractor enterprise?  
We hash out the details together and make a delivery plan.
2. Ready? Here We Come.
Forget bulky hauling and the stress of supply runs in the face of 
looming deadlines. We bring your 26-gauge metal onto your job 
site, all curled up on a large coil on our mobile forming rig.
3. On-the-spot manufacturing
We punch in the profile you ordered, the machine rolls out the 
panels, and we stack them right on the job site with everything 
else you need to wrap up your project.
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SIDING THAT STAYS FRESH

If you’re saying, “Hmm, but what about the possibility of dents, 
dings, and scratches to this beautiful board and batten?” Here’s 
what we do to guard against scuffing and denting.

Rolled right on-site
Formed on-site with a roll forming machine, your Aristolath won’t 
have shipping burn or other dents and scratches. Your siding will 
truly be new at the get-go.

26-gauge robustness
Aristolath is 26-gauge. This thicker, stronger gauge helps prevent 
excessive denting. It fights back for you against fierce weather.

Convenient replacement
Even so, life happens.  
Dents and scratches may  
mar a piece of your wall.  
That’s where Aristolath’s  
snap-off and snap-out  
design saves you money,  
time, and annoyance.
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STYLE IT HOW YOU DREAM IT

Stunning as an accent
Do you feel uncertain about so many lines running down your 
house? Afraid of the design getting too busy? Try a one-wall or 
gable accent section. This perfect pinch of spice will dazzle  
passersby and increase the value of your home.
Inner, not just outer beauty
An interior Aristolath accent wall pops in just the right bit of 
sensation to make your room sing. And if you dare, try a catchy 
herringbone design. Or dream up your original, one-of-a-kind 
design. You won’t regret giving Arisolath a swing.
A bold new look
Embrace a trend. Two-tone your home. With Aristolath’s indepen-
dent batten, you can choose your two favorite complementary 
colors, one for the batten and one for the board. The result? An 
eye-catching aesthetic that you’ll admire for years to come.

Aristolath–the only batten-independent metal siding in the region. 
Practical. Stylish. Resilient.



Ivory

Light Stone

Mocha

Brite Red

Barn Red

Burgundy

Cocoa Brown

Forest Green

White

Galvanized

Dark Red

8737

Our panels arrive finished with 
AkzoNobel’s premium CERAM- 
A-STAR 1050 coating and a paint  
warranty that clocks in at forty years!

Choose from our myriad color 
choices, including extensive 
crinkle options!

Beauty 
that Lasts
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ALSO AVAILABLE IN CRINKLE FINISH

Gallery Blue

Clay

Burnished Slate

Slate

Light Gray

Black

Charcoal

Hawaiian Blue

Patina

Ash Gray (only available in Crinkle)



FLAT PANEL PROFILE

BOARD PANEL PROFILE

14”

1”

Batton
2-1/4”

FLAT PANEL PROFILE

BOARD PANEL PROFILE

14”

1”

Batton
2-1/4”
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Trim for  
your specs

Choose from  
3 different sizes  
in trim: narrow, 
regular, and wide.
■  15 (standard)
■  12 (custom)
■ 24 (custom)

Full Striation Panel Profile Flat Panel Profile

Woodbinder  
Kwikseal MB Screws

ZXL MB  
Woodbinder Screws

Steelbinder  
ZXL Screws

Steelbinder  
Eclipse Screws

Steelbinder  
Tapping Screws

Fasteners

Trim Profiles

CORNER

FJ FOR STEEL

J FILTER

BASE ANGLE

BAN BOARD

J CHANNEL

LINE DRAWING FOR BATTEN
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THE ORDERING SCOOP

Small project? Order a kit to get it 
delivered or swing by and pick it up.

Big project? Make an appointment, 
and we’ll bring our roll formers and 
accessories straight to your job. Un-
limited efficiency, unending smiles.



Serving.
Expert.
Responsive. 

You are at the center of  
what we do here at Buckeye.

Contact us!

PHONE:  740-480-2661 
EMAIL:  jay@buckeyemetalsales.net 
WEB:  Buckeyemetalroofing.com

ADDRESS:  406 Jamison Road 
 Frankfort, OH 45628-9044

HOURS: Monday-Friday 7:30-4:30  
 Saturday by appointment

8302


